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Abstract. We present a model that describes the decay
of beam generated Langmuir waves into ion-acoustic
waves in the topside ionosphere. This calculation is done
within the frame of the weak turbulence approximation.
We study the spectral signature of such a process as seen
by a VHF incoherent scatter radar. An incoherent
scatter (IS) spectrum is characterized by two maxima at
kradar and ÿkradar, the right and left ion lines respective-
ly. It is shown that, for reasonable beam parameters, the
parametric decay of beam-generated Langmuir waves
can enhance either the right, the left or both ion lines
simultaneously. The shape of the spectrum can change
drastically on time scale of about 0.1 to 1 s. The role of
the beam parameter as well as the ionospheric param-
eters is also investigated. For a given beam number
density, the beam energy or the background density are
important to trigger either the left or the right ion line. A
large energy spread of the beam or low electron collision
frequencies can explain the simultaneous observations
of the left and the right ion line. The importance of the
electron collision frequency can explain the altitude
distribution of the coherent echoes observed by inco-
herent scatter radars.
Key words. Ionosphere (plasmawaves and instabilities) á
Space plasma physics (waves and instabilities; wave-
wave interactions)
Introduction
Powerful spectra have now been unambiguously ob-
served with incoherent scatter radars both at UHF and
VHF frequencies (Foster 1988; Collis et al., 1991;
Rietveld et al., 1991). Such coherent spectra all exhibit
one or two strong ion-acoustic peaks enhanced by one
or two orders of magnitude. These echoes are observed
along the magnetic field line, from the topside iono-
sphere all the way down to 140 km. Rietveld et al.
(1996) showed that such echoes statistically exhibit
dierent features according to the altitude. For example,
the upper shoulder (ion-acoustic waves going down) is
enhanced more frequently than the lower shoulder.
Above 300 km neither shoulder dominate the statistics.
Also, low altitudes echoes are seldom observed. Collis
et al. (1991) and Forme et al. (1995) showed that
enhanced ion-acoustic fluctuations are strongly corre-
lated with burst of soft electron (<500 eV) precipitation.
A complete description of these echoes is done by
Fontaine and Forme (1995). A theoretical explanation
for the generation of this enhanced acoustic echoes is
still a matter of heated debate but two main explana-
tions have emerged in the literature. Following Kindel
and Kennel (1971), the first explanation involves relative
drifts between the thermal species in the ionospheric
plasma to excite the unstable waves. St-Maurice (1995)
proposed that intense conductivity gradients in the
presence of strong ambient electric fields could drive
intense thermal currents along segments of the magnetic
field. Although traces of intense field-aligned current
exist (Stasiewicz et al., 1998), this model has several
problems as presented by Kofman and St. Manice
(1996).
A completely dierent approach has been advanced
by Forme (1993). It was suggested that the enhanced ion-
acoustic fluctuations are due to the Langmuir wave
decay l ! l¢+s. In this process the ‘‘pump’’ Langmuir
waves (l) are produced by a beam instability due to soft
electrons beam of 10 to 500 eV. Those waves then
produce backscattered Langmuir waves (l’) and ion-
acoustic waves (s). They showed that for reasonable
electron beam and ionospheric parameters this mecha-
nism may occur in the upper ionosphere. This model
predicts electric field amplitudes of about 1 to 200 mV/m
for ion-acoustic and Langmuir waves respectively.
Rough estimates of the beam parameter (velocity,
velocity spread, density) were given using an analytical
expression of the threshold electric field for the para-
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metric decay. However, this model in its present formu-
lation, is not able to explain the whole observations like
simultaneously propagating ion-acoustic waves in par-
allel and antiparallel (with respect to the magnetic field)
direction. Also, such a simple model can not account for
the dierent shapes of the spectra according to the
altitude as shown by Rietveld et al. (1996).
The coupled dynamic of high-frequency Langmuir
wave and ion-acoustic waves is described by the
Zakharov equations (Zakharov, 1972). This set of
equations describes the three-wave processes that result
in the cascade of Langmuir energy to low wave numbers
as well as the nucleation that result in the formation of
coherent wave packets and their collapse in density
wells. The weak turbulence approximation (WTA) is a
statistical theory that describes the time evolution of the
wave intensities via the wave kinetic equation (Sagdev
and Galeev, 1969). It also includes the assumption that
the waves have random phases (Kadomtsev, 1965). It is
often assumed in WTA that the damping of the ion-
acoustic waves is so large that no significant enhance-
ment of ion fluctuations occurs (Zakharov et al., 1989).
However, a standard weak turbulence procedure that
also involves the ion-acoustic dynamic have been
presented by Nicholson (1983), Kadomtsev (1965), and
Payne et al. (1989).
In this the wave kinetic equations in the frame of the
WTA for both Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves are
derived. This equations are used to model the decay of
beam driven Langmuir waves into ion-acoustic waves
for the high-latitude ionosphere. Finally, spectral signa-
ture on incoherent scatter radars VHF frequency is
discussed as well as the role of the beam and the
ionospheric parameters.
The wave kinetic equation
This study concentrates on the non-linear wave-wave
interaction that involve ion-acoustic waves and Lan-
gmuir wave. The resonance conditions for this specific
interaction are:
xlk  xlk0  xsk00 ; k  k0  k00 ;
where the superscripts s and l stand for ion-sound and
Langmuir waves, respectively. The two previous equa-
tions lead to (Tsytovich, 1970):
k00  2k0 ÿ 2xp;eCs
3v2e
; 1
where Cs is the ion sound velocity and ve the thermal
velocity. The wave kinetic equation that describes the
time evolution of the ensemble-averaged spectral inten-
sity of the ath mode can be written as (Sagdeev and
Galeev, 1969):
@
@t
N ak  2cakN ak 
Z1
ÿ1
Mak;k0 dk
0
where Mak;k0 is the function that account for the coupling
between the interacting triplet (a; k), (a; k0), (b; k00) and c
is the damping/growth of the corresponding mode. The
function Mak;k0 is calculated within the framework of
weak turbulence theory (Sagdeev and Galeev, 1969).
Since we want to include the ion dynamics in that
particular model we use the application of the weak
turbulence theory adopted by Nicholson (1983), as
described briefly.
The version of the one-dimensional Zakharov system
of equations that are used in this work reads:
i
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Equation (2) describes the slow evolution of the
Langmuir envelope Ex; t. The left-hand side describes
the linear evolution while the right-hand side accounts
for the nonlinear eects due to density perturbations
nx; t. Similarly, the left-hand side of Eq. (3) is the linear
behavior of ion-acoustic waves and its right-hand side
represents the nonlinear eect of the ponderomotive
force which drives electrons and ions out of regions of
high-field. Kinetic eects can be included in Eqs. (2) and
(3) through a collisional term. Dimensionless variables
are used that are related to their dimensional counter-
parts (denoted by a tilde) by t  ~t=s; x  ~x=v;E  ~E=,
and n  ~n=m, where
s  3mi
2gme
~xÿ1p;e v 
9mi
4gme
 1=2
~ke ;
  16meg
3mi0
 1=2
n0kbTe 1=2 m  4gme
3mi
:
Here g  ceTe  ciTi=Te, ce and ci are the ratio of
specific heat. Using this normalization, the dimensional
Langmuir wave and ion-acoustic wave dispersion rela-
tions become xlk  k2 and xsk  jkj, respectively. The
spatial Fourier transform of Eqs. (2) and (3) gives:
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4
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@t2
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 
nk ÿ k2
Z1
ÿ1
dk0Ek0Ek0ÿk : 5
Here Ek and nk are time-dependent variables. The linear
limit of Eqs. (4) and (5) can be found, ignoring the
nonlinear right side of the equations. The idea of the
weak turbulence approximation is to assume that both
Langmuir waves and ion sound waves obey their linear
solution. However a slow time variation of their
amplitude is allowed because of the nonlinear term on
the right side of Eqs. (4) and (5). Therefore, we want to
solve Eqs. (4) and (5) with a solutions of the form:
Ek  Ek expÿixlkt 6
nk  Ak expÿixsk<0t  Bk expÿixsk>0t 7
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where Ek, Ak and Bk are slowly varying. In Eq. (7) the
first term on the right side represents up-going ion-
acoustic waves while the second term represents down-
going ion-acoustic waves. In the following the quantities
of interest are:
Nlkdkÿ k0  j Ekj2dkÿ k0  h Ek Ek0 i
N skdkÿ k0  jnkj2dkÿ k0  hCkCk0 i
where Ck is defined as:
Ck  Ak; k < 0Bk; k > 0 .

In doing so, we assume that the wave phases are
distributed randomly when considering an ensemble of
experiments (Sagdeev and Galeev, 1969). Using the
standard weak turbulence procedure (Nicholson, 1983;
Kadomtsev, 1965; Payne et al., 1989) we construct the
function Mak;k0 . The result is:
Mlk;k0  Nlkÿk0 ÿ N lk
ÿ 
Nsk0 ÿ
k02
2xsk0
N lkN
l
kÿk0
 
 d xlk ÿ xsk0 ÿ xlkÿk0
ÿ 
 Nlkk0 ÿ N lk
ÿ 
Nsk0 
k02
2xsk0
N lkN
l
kk0
 
 d xlk  xsk0 ÿ xlkk0
ÿ  8
and
Msk;k0 
pk2
xsk
N sk 
k2
2xsk
N lk0ÿk
 
Nlk0  Nlk0 ÿ Nlk0ÿk
ÿ 
Nsk
 
 d xlk0 ÿ xlk0ÿk ÿ xsk
ÿ  9
In deriving Eqs. (8) and (9) from Eqs. (2) and (3) we
make a transition from a dynamical to a statistical
description of the turbulence (Nicholson, 1983; Ka-
domtsev, 1965). Henceforth, information on the Lan-
gmuir and acoustic wave phases is lost since the weak
turbulence approximation only describe the wave inten-
sities. It has been found that the random phase
approximation (RPA) is justified when the backscat-
tered waves are not eectively phase-locked to the driver
wave (Robinson et al., 1992).
The model
We want to solve the system of coupled dierential
equations:
@
@t
N lk  2clkN lk 
Z1
ÿ1
Mlk;k0 dk
0 10
@
@t
N sk  2cskN sk 
Z1
ÿ1
Msk;k0 dk
0 11
which are coupled through the functions Mlk;k0 and M
s
k;k0 .
Integrals in Eqs. (10) and (11) are straightforward if the
dispersion relations of Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves
are used to express the delta functions. It is often
assumed that the damping of the ion-acoustic waves is
so large that no significant enhancement of ion fluctu-
ations occurs. Therefore Eq. (11) is usually forgotten
(Zakharov et al., 1989). The damping terms are used as
phenomenological models of the wave-particles interac-
tions. The Langmuir damping term includes: a negative
damping to account for the beam instability cb, and the
sum of collisions and linear Landau damping of
Langmuir wave cL. A comprehensive study of the beam
plasma instability has been given by Cairns (1987). The
growth rate is given by Ichimaru (1973):
cb 
v
s
p
2n
x3p;e
k2
@
@v
Fb

xp;e=k
;
where Fb, the beam distribution function is given by:
Fb  nbpp Dvb exp ÿ vb ÿ vDvb
 2" #
:
Hence, the growth rate can easily be expressed in terms
of the beam parameter:
cb 
v
s

p
p xp;e
kDvb
 2
xp;e
nb
n
vb ÿ xp;e=k
Dvb
 exp ÿ vb ÿ xp;e=k
Dvb
 2" #
: 12
In the following, kb is defined as ckb  0 which
corresponds to kb  xp;e=vb. Such an expression of the
beam growth rate has been preferred to the usual
Gaussian expression of the type:
Cb exp ÿ vb ÿ xp;e=kDvb
 2" #
where Cb is a constant, because Eq. (12) gives a strong
damping at k < kb . This damping is due to the negative
slope of the beam distribution function at v > vb. The
expected eect of such a growth rate is to inhibit or
reduce the cascade of Langmuir energy to low wave
numbers. It is also well known that the high frequency
waves enhanced by such an instability can react back on
the distribution modifying it in such a way as to reduce
the growth of the unstable waves. This process is known
as quasi-linear diusion of particles in velocity space. In
order to take into account this eect in our model the
growth rate is truncated at a level cmax (Newmann et al.,
1994). It is by means of this truncation that we model in
a non-self-consistent way the eects of wave-particle
quasi-linear interaction. The dimensionless collisional
and Landau damping term is given by:
cL  ÿ
me
2
ÿ

p
8
r
mi
gme
 5=2
9
4
1
jkjk2 exp ÿ
9
8
mi
gme
1
k2
ÿ 3
2
 
;
where me is the electron collision frequency. The electron
collision frequency can vary by orders of magnitude in
the ionosphere depending mainly on the electron
temperature and the electron density. Hence, me is an
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important parameter since it determine whether the
Langmuir instability is triggered or not. To summarize,
the damping of the Langmuir mode is expressed as:
clk  cL min cmax; cb 
The ion-acoustic damping term, csk accounts for the
linear Landau damping. It has been numerically esti-
mated by solving the ion-acoustic dispersion relation
using WHAMP (Ro¨nmark, 1982). We solve Eqs. (10)
and (11) with a standard Runge-Kutta method using
2048 modes. We applied initial conditions which
correspond to a cold start. We start with a background
noise level for the Langmuir electric field and the ion
density fluctuations (i.e. Ek  10ÿ2). Similar values of
the background noise level have been use by Hansen
et al. (1992) and Newmann et al. (1994).
The input parameters are the beam energy Eb, the
beam number density nb, the energy dispersion DEb=Eb,
the background density n0 and the collision frequency
me. All the calculations have been done for O ions, a
temperature ratio Te=Ti  2 and Te=2000 K and cmax 
400s (~cmax  2:24 10ÿ5 ~xp;e). This value of the saturat-
ed growth rate is quite arbitrary but changing this value
does not modify the conclusions of this study.
Results
The first calculation has been made for ~n0  1011 mÿ3,
~nb  2 104 mÿ3, ~Eb  45 eV, D ~Eb= ~Eb  1=4 and ~me 
200 sÿ1. The beam energy selects the wave number
(kmax) of the driven Langmuir mode while the wave
vector of the unstable ion-acoustic fluctuations is
determined by k = 2 kmax ÿ 1. Such beam parameters,
gives kb  7:1 (~kb~ke  0:042) and a maximum growth
rate at kmax  7:7 ~kmax~ke  0:048. They have been
chosen for the wave vector of the enhanced ion-acoustic
fluctuations to roughly match the backscattered wave
vector of the EISCAT VHF radar kVHF  9:4v  14:9
~kVHF ~ke  0:0928.
The time history of the spectral intensity of the
Langmuir waves is presented in Fig. 1. The beam-driven
modes, excited on a bandwidth of about Dk  0:8
(D~k~ke  0:005), are seen at k  8 (~k~ke  0:05). When the
energy in the driven modes exceeds the threshold, at
t  87 (~t ~xp;e  1:53 106), the three-wave decay of the
form l ! l¢+s operates. This process transfers the
energy out of the beam-driven modes to the backscatter
modes. This results in a second region of enhanced
intensities at k  ÿ6:8 ~k~ke  ÿ0:042. For the pa-
rameters that we have used in this calculation, the
cascade is inhibited to the first backscatter. A quasi-
periodic behavior is clearly seen on both the beam-
driven and the backscattered modes with the period
decreasing from T  67 ( ~T ~xp;e  1:17 106) to T  57
( ~T ~xp;e  106).
Figure 1 also shows the time history of the density
perturbation spectrum for the same parameters in
Figure 1 (upper panel). No ion-acoustic waves are seen
before the three-wave decay starts at t  87
(~t~xp;e  1:53 106). Thereafter, one region of enhanced
density fluctuations is seen at k  14:5 (~k~ke  0:09)
which corresponds to about 2 kmax ÿ 1. If the electron
beam is thought of as a downward propagating beam
(i.e. k > 0), the region of maximum intensities represents
down-going ion-acoustic waves. The density perturba-
tion spectrum presents a quasi-periodic behavior with a
maximum intensity of 10ÿ2. The bandwidth of the
excited ion-acoustic spectrum is about twice the band-
width of the beam- driven modes.
The time evolution of the spatially averaged dimen-
sionless wave energy density:
hW i  0hjEj
2i
n0kbTe
is shown on Fig. 2. At t  0hW i  4 10ÿ6. The quasi-
periodic fluctuations are clearly seen around a mean
value of about hW i  6 10ÿ5. The amplitude of the
fluctuations are decreasing with time. One should be
aware that a radar experiment observes height-integrat-
ed frequency spectra due to density fluctuations at the
radar backscatter wave number, kradar. An incoherent
scatter (IS) spectrum is characterized by two maxima at
kradar and ÿkradar, the right and left ion lines respective-
ly. Therefore a qualitative estimate of the relative
importance of the two ion lines may be found by
plotting the density spectrum at the radar wave vector.
Since the beam parameters have been chosen to
enhanced ion-acoustic fluctuations at the VHF wave
number, kVHF , we will present results concerning the
VHF spectrum (i.e. jnkVHF j2). Figure 2 shows the
temporal evolution of the density fluctuations at the
VHF wave vector components. The solid line represents
jnkj2 at k  kVHF and the dashed line represents jnkj2 at
k  ÿkVHF , corresponding respectively to down-going
and up-going ion-acoustic waves. Only one line is
enhanced since we have already seen that the cascade
is inhibited after the first backscattered Langmuir wave.
The enhancements have a very short duration. This line
reaches a maximum value of 0.01 at the beginning of the
calculation while its initial value was 10ÿ4. The second
ion line stays at its initial level.
In the integration time an IS radar experiment
sums the fluctuations seen on the left and the right ion
line, so we define the relative amplitude of the two ion
lines as:
qt 
R t
0 jnkVHF j2 dt0R t
0 jnÿkVHF j2 dt0
:
In this definition, t0  0 means the beam turn on time.
Since this time does not correspond to the beginning of
the integration time for the IS spectrum, one should be
careful in interpreting this parameter. Therefore, the
following values correspond to the maximum values of
the asymmetry between the two ion lines. This should
occur if the phenomenum described here operates
during the whole time integration. A beam duration
shorter than the integration time of the IS radar will
result in a reduced asymmetry of the ion lines. The result
for the same parameters as Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2.
Since only the right ion line is enhanced (i.e. jnkj2 at
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k  kVHF ) the ratio q > 0. Although moderate, the
maximum asymmetry between the two ion lines is seen
at the beginning of the calculation. The shape of the
spectrum can change drastically on very short time scale.
On longer time scale, e.g. t > 500 (~t ~xp;e > 8:7 106), the
right ion line is preferentially enhanced with a relative
amplitude that stabilizes about q  10.
Another calculation has been completed by using a
beam energy ~Eb  30 eV and a beam number density of
~nb  6 104 mÿ3, all other input parameters remaining
unchanged. Increasing the beam number density will
increase the beam growth rate and therefore allows
several backscatters, although this is partly balanced by
the decrease of the beam energy. Hence we will have ion-
acoustic waves propagating in both direction parallel
and anti-parallel to the electron beam. Also the band-
width (not shown here) of the excited Langmuir waves,
and consequently the backscatters, is larger than in the
previous case. For this beam density there are no
backscatters beyond the second in which there is very
little energy. While the beam excited waves are centered
at k  9:5 (~k~ke  0:059) the first and second backscat-
ters are at about k  ÿ8:5 (~k~ke  ÿ0:053) and k  7:5
(~k~ke  0:047). This gives rise to two regions of enhanced
density fluctuations centered about k  18 (~k~ke  0:112)
and k  ÿ16 (~k~ke  0:1). Figure 3 shows the total
electrostatic Langmuir energy, the density fluctuations
at the radar backscatter wave number and the relative
amplitude of the two ion lines for this calculation. The
electrostatic Langmuir energy oscillates with a shorter
period than in the first calculation of about T  20
( ~T ~xp;e  3:5 105) around a mean value of about 240,
Fig. 1. Time history of the spectral intensity
of the Langmuir waves jEkj2 (upper panel)
and the density perturbation spectrum for
~n  1011 mÿ3, ~nb  2 104 mÿ3, ~Eb  45 eV,
D ~Eb= ~Eb  1=4 and ~me  200 sÿ1
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one order of magnitude larger than in the previous case.
Only the left ion line is enhanced in this case (Fig. 3,
middle panel). Although, none of the region of enhanced
density fluctuations is centered on kVHF , the second
part of the ion spectrum, centered about k  ÿ16
(~k~ke  0:1), has a bandwidth that gives rise to an
enhanced ion line at k  ÿkVHF . As expected, this gives
a relative amplitude of about q  10ÿ2 for T < 200
(~t~xp;e < 3:51 106) and q  10ÿ1 at a later time. In this
case the enhancement of the left ion line is the about the
same as the enhancement of the right ion line in the
previous calculation.
The last calculation was made for ~nb  105 mÿ3,
D ~Eb= ~Eb=1/3 the other parameters remaining unchanged
Fig. 2. The time evolution of: (upper panel)
the spatially averaged dimensionless wave
energy density hW i, middle panel, the den-
sity fluctuations at the VHF wave vector
components (lower panel) and the relative
amplitude of the two ion lines. The input
parameters are the same as Fig. 1
Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for a beam energy
Eb  30 eV and a beam number density of
~nb  6 104 mÿ3, all other input parame-
ters remaining unchanged
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compared to the first example. The energy spread has
been increased to give a larger bandwidth than in the
two previous cases. Since, this diminishes the growth
rate of the beam plasma instability we increased the
beam number density in order to have two backscatters
and the same growth rate as in the previous run. The
total electrostatic energy (Fig. 4) is enhanced by 2 orders
of magnitude compared to the first calculation. The
quasi period is T  21 ( ~T ~xp;e  3:5 105) and remains
almost constant during the whole calculation. Since we
enlarged the bandwidth of the excited waves this allows
the parts of the ion spectrum corresponding to the first
and second backscatter to match kVHF and ÿkVHF
simultaneously. It gives rise to enhancements of the
two ion lines, shown on Fig. 4. The left ion line
dominates at the beginning of the calculation. At
t > 400 ~t~xp;e  7 106 the right ion line weakly dom-
inates (i.e. q > 1). The relative amplitude of the two ion
line is very sensitive to the beam parameters and
especially to the beam energy. Figure 5 shows the
parameter q for the same beam as Fig. 4 except that the
energy is ~Eb  47 eV instead of ~Eb  45 eV. One may see
that the ion spectra may be either left-enhanced or right-
enhanced depending on the time when the three wave
processes stop.
Discussion
The results presented are valid within the frame of the
weak turbulence. It is therefore of importance to check
the validity of the parameters we have used. The
transition between weak turbulence and coexisting weak
and strong turbulence occurs for Robinson et al. (1992):
C
me
’ kmax ÿ 1 13
where C  maxclk. This gives a transition at about
C=me  7 which was never exceeded in our calculations.
Also a numerical test of the weak turbulence theory has
been done by Payne et al. (1989). They compared
numerical solutions of the statistical weak turbulence
theory with numerical solutions of the Zakharov model
of Langmuir turbulence. They derived the two following
validity conditions for the weak turbulence theory:X
k2kn
jEkj2  Dkln
ÿ 2 14
Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2 for ~nb  105 mÿ3,
D ~Eb= ~Eb  1=3
Fig. 5. Relative amplitude of the two ion lines for the same
parameters as Fig. 4 except that the beam energy is Eb  47 eV
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s2c
X
k
jnkj2Dks  1 : 15
Dkln is the width of the cascade line number n;Dk
s is the
width of the low frequency spectrum and sc is the
correlation time. sc is given by:
sc  1j1ÿ 2k k0jDks ; 16
where k0 is the center of the ion acoustic spectrum of
width Dks. The validity criteria can be further approx-
imated if it is assumed that the cascade line and the ion
acoustic spectrum have a triangular shape. This allows
us to formulate Eqs. (14) and (15) as:
jEkj2  Dkln 17
s2c jnkj2 Dks 2 1 : 18
For the calculations presented, Dkln  1, Dks  1, k  10
and k0  20 which gives sc  40ÿ1 and the validity
criteria become: jEkj2  1 and jnkj2  60. Conse-
quently, all cases presented in this study are believed
to come under a weak turbulence approach.
Beam parameters pertaining to Langmuir waves in
the auroral regions have been presented by e.g. Mu-
schietti et al. (1994), Newman et al. (1994) and Forme
(1993). The beam parameters we have used are well
within the limits given by these authors. The plasma
parameters are typical parameters of the ionospheric
F-region where coherent echoes are mainly detected.
Typical temperature ratios are Te=Ti  2–4. We have
chosen the lower limit to give a hard damping of the ion-
acoustic wave and therefore to lead to maximum values
for the beam parameters.
The quasi-periodic behavior in beam-driven Lan-
gmuir turbulence has been well explained by Robinson
et al. (1992). They showed that a simple Lotka-Volterra
model gives an excellent description of the periodic
evolution. However they used a strong driver for the
Langmuir turbulence and consequently they had large
amplitude oscillations while we obviously have small
amplitudes. If the ion-acoustic waves are neglected,
making the approximation Ns  Nl, we can write Eq.
(10) for the driven and backscatter Langmuir waves,
@
@t
N l  2CN l ÿ aNlN l0 19
@
@t
N l
0  ÿmeNl0  aN lN l0 20
where a is a constant. Equations (19) and (20) have
steady state solutions: Nl
0  C=a and Nl  me=a , and the
small amplitude oscillations about this solution have
the period T0  p=

Cme=2
p
. For the case shown in
Fig. 1 where T  67 (~t ~xp;e  1:17 106), C  4:5 10ÿ2
(~C=~xp;e  2:56 10ÿ6) and me  10ÿ2 (~me=~xp;e 
5:69 10ÿ7) which gives T0 =66.3 (~t~xp;e  1:16 106).
Hence, assuming that only two groups of modes
dominate the evolution, this gives a rather good estimate
of the period.
Although the characteristics of the beam-driven weak
turbulence are of interest, they are not the aim of this
study. We rather want to study the spectral signature of
such a process on the IS spectrum and to compare it to
the observations. The main characteristics for the UHF
observations can be summarized as follows (Rietveld
et al., 1996):
1. One of the ion-acoustic shoulders of the incoherent
spectrum is strongly enhanced by a factor 10 to 100
for 10-s integrated data.
2. The right ion line (upper shoulder) is enhanced more
frequently than the left ion line (lower shoulder) at
altitudes less than 300 km.
3. Between 300 and 450 km, neither shoulder domi-
nates the statistics.
4. Above 450 km the lower shoulder is enhanced more
frequently.
5. Both shoulders can be simultaneously enhanced
above 300 km.
6. Low altitude echoes (i.e. below 200 km) are seldom
observed.
7. The life time of the coherent echoes is less than 1-s.
Reported observations for the VHF radar lead to
similar conclusions (Forme et al., 1995; Forme and
Fontaine, 1999).
We have seen that the model presented in this study
can enhance either the right, the left or both ion lines
simultaneously. The spectral signature of the ISR
observations is determined by the beam. The right ion
line is easily obtained if the matching condition between
the radar backscattered wave vector and the wave vector
of the driven Langmuir mode is fulfilled. Using the
dimensionless equation corresponding to Eq. (1) we
produce a matching condition that can be written as
kVHF  2 kmax ÿ 1. What actually selects the wave vector
of the driven Langmuir mode is the beam energy ~Eb and
the background density n. Estimates of the beam energy
have been given by Forme (1993) for dierent back-
ground densities.
The left ion line can be enhanced if the ion-acoustic
fluctuations corresponding to the second backscatter
match ÿkVHF . This can be achieved for higher growth
rates (allowing a second backscatter) and for lower
beam energies typically ~Eb  30 eV for the VHF radar.
The first backscatter occurs at k1  ÿkmax  1 and the
second backscatter at k2  kmax ÿ 2. The ion spectrum
corresponding to the second backscatter is centered
about ÿ2 kmax  3. Therefore the matching condition for
having the left ion line enhanced is ÿkVHF  ÿ2 kmax 3.
Reducing the beam energy aects the growth rate and
therefore we need to increase the beam number density
in order reach the second backscatter.
Simultaneous emulation of the two ion lines can be
obtained by increasing the energy spread of the beam.
It controls the bandwidth, of the excited Langmuir
waves Dkl and the ion-acoustic waves Dks. Therefore
large energy spread allows us to fulfill simultaneously
kVHF  2kmax ÿ 1 Dks andÿkVHF  ÿ2 kmax  3 Dks.
Simultaneous excitation of up-going and down-going
ion acoustic waves lead to ISR spectra with relative
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amplitude of the two ion lines that vary with time.
Hence, the shape of the spectrum appears to be
controlled by the duration of the whole process.
However, a short time scale leads to very unbalanced
spectra. A maximum life time deduced from the obser-
vations of enhanced IS spectra is of about 1 s. Forme
et al. (1993) calculated the eects of low-frequency
turbulence on the thermal structure of the ionosphere.
Comparisons between their model and the observations
led them to imply a time scale of about 0.1 s
(~t~xp;e  1:78 106). Our calculations have been done
on for a time scale of about t  1 s (~t~xp;e  1:78 107).
Hence, we believe that the fluctuations of the rela-
tive amplitude between the two ion lines shown in
Fig. 4 and 5 can aect the shape of the observed
spectra.
The beam parameters have their counterpart in the
background plasma. Consequently the surrounding
plasma can control the shape of the ISR spectra.
Changing the beam energy is somehow similar to
changing background density. The collision frequency
controls the damping of the Langmuir mode and plays
a role equivalent to the beam number density. One of
the eect of collisions is to balance or inhibit the
growth of the Langmuir waves. A large electron
collision frequency implies a very large growth rate
for parametric decay to occur. In the ionosphere, the
electron collision frequency is a function of the
altitude, me decreasing with increasing altitude. One
can easily understand that low altitude echoes are rare
since the process presented here would need very high
growth rates. Also, increasing the electron collisions
reduces the bandwidth of the unstable Langmuir waves
and therefore it reduces the width in k-space of the
growing ion-acoustic waves. It has an eect similar to
the energy spread of the beam. Hence, for a given
beam energy and energy spread, the probability that
this process is detected by a radar decreases as the
collision increases. We have seen that small energy
spreads (high electron collision frequencies) give pref-
erentially enhancement of the right ion line with
respect to the left one. As the energy spread increases
(collision decreases), the left and right lines can be
balanced. This is consistent with observational points
2, 3 and 5 mentioned. The role of the temperature ratio
is to damp the ion-acoustic wave. It is an ecient way
of controlling the width of the ion-acoustic spectrum.
Large temperature ratios lead to a large ion-acoustic
bandwidth and therefore increase the probability of
observing the two ion lines being simultaneously
enhanced. Also, Forme et al. (1999) have shown that
Te can be enhanced by a factor 4 within 10 s when
enhanced ion-acoustic fluctuations are detected. This
leads obviously to a time varying spectral signature of
the instability. At high altitude, where ~me < 50 sÿ1 our
calculation is not valid and another approach, like the
numerical calculations of the Zakharov equations, is
needed. However, to fit with ISR observations we
would expect that the left ion line is enhanced more
frequently.
Conclusion
We have modeled the decay of beam-generated Lan-
gmuir waves into ion-acoustic waves using the wave
kinetic equations within the framework of the weak
turbulence approximation. In this model the driven
Langmuir waves are excited by soft electrons drifting in
the topside ionosphere. This study was motivated by
observations, by means of incoherent scatter radars, of
enhanced ion-acoustic fluctuations. We particularly
studied the eect of the beam parameters as well as
the ionospheric parameters on the incoherent scatter
spectrum. We also tried to compare our results to
characteristic observations and spectral signatures.
The first formulation of this model by Forme (1993)
was not able to explain some of the observed spectral
signature like simultaneously propagating ion-acoustic
waves in parallel and antiparallel (with respect to the
magnetic field) direction. This study shows that the
parametric decay of beam generated Langmuir waves
can lead to up-going and down-going ion-acoustic
waves, propagating separately or simultaneously. The
beam energy or the background density selects which
ion line (left or right) will be enhanced. A large energy
spread of the beam or low electron collision frequencies
can explain simultaneous observation of the left and the
right ion line. The importance of the electron collision
frequency can explain the altitude distribution of the
coherent echoes observed by incoherent scatter radars.
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